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ABSTRACT

With the development of the digital city, data and data analysis have become more and more important. The
database is the foundation of data analysis. In this paper, the software system of the urban land planning database
of Shanghai in China is developed based on MySQL. The conceptual model of the urban land planning database is
proposed, and the entities, attributes and connections of this model are discussed. Then the E-R conceptual model
is transformed into a logical structure, which is supported by the relational database management system (DBMS).
Based on the conceptual and logical structures, by using SpringBoot as the back-end framework and using MySQL
and Java API as the development tools, a platform with data management, information sharing, map assistance and
other functions is established. The functional modules in this platform are designed. The results of JMeter test show
that the DBMS can add, store and retrieve information data stably, and it has the advantages of fast response and
low error rate. The software system of the urban land planning database developed in this paper can improve the
efficiency of storing and managing land data, eliminating redundant data and sharing data.
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1 Introduction

With the developments of data science and big data, the digital city has been paid more attention.
As a part of the digital city, the urban land planning database should be developed. For data analysis
of urban land planning, it is difficult to obtain the corresponding data because the quantity of data
is large, the data format is disorder, and the corresponding data sources are various. Therefore, it is
necessary to develop a software system of the urban land planning database to improve the efficiency
of storing and managing land data, eliminating redundant data and sharing data. It is easy to analyze
the influencing factors of urban land leasing based on the developed urban land planning database
[1–3]. And the database can provide an excellent data source for the corresponding studies on urban
analysis [4,5].

Since 1995, some developed countries, such as the United States, the United Kingdom and
Canada, have successively implemented the national infrastructure planning of land information
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resources and developed spatial database frameworks. The United States, Australia, the European
Union, Japan, Singapore and other developed countries have also proposed to develop a database
management system (DBMS) for land planning [6]. In 2009 in China, Article 27 of the Measures for
the Review of the Formulation of Overall Land Use Planning stipulated that the planning database
should be submitted as the information for review and approval of the overall land use planning. In
2011, the Ministry of Land and Resources pointed out that it is urgent to develop a planning database
and improve the ‘One Map’ of land resources [7]. Li et al. [8] proposed a comprehensive geographic
information platform for digital land planning to manage the data of basic land resources and planning
in Wuhan, China. Based on WebGIS, Lin et al. [9] designed a land management information system
for the Lujiazui area of Shanghai in China. Yan et al. [10] presented the DBMS of Changzhou
International High-Tech District in China. And Li et al. [11] designed a land planning DBMS based
on ArcSDE.

Regarding database technology, with the continuous accumulation and rapid growth of data,
the demand for the corresponding databases, which support storing big data, is increasing. Some
government departments and companies have developed database clusters based on MySQL.
McLaughlin et al. [12] examined the demand for information products and services in the surveying
profession. Denton et al. [13] discussed the advantages and disadvantages of commercial enterprise
software and personal databases, such as Oracle, IBM’s DB2, Microsoft Access, PostgreSQL and
MySQL. Gao et al. [14] organized the oriC of bacterial genomes into the MySQL database
DoriC, which provided an extensive informative and graphical view of oriC regions. Yu et al. [15]
analyzed PHP and MySQL, and illustrated the implementation process of the ZhuoQi website.
Epifania et al. [16] completed the design of multimedia interactive system of digital learning based on
MySQL. Bravo et al. [17] designed a document management system by applying MySQL and Apache
2 Server to the process of document storage, control, management and distribution. Peng et al. [18]
analyzed the functional requirements of college dormitories and designed a student dormitory
management system by using Java, SSM framework and MySQL. Based on the data of the districts
in Beijing from 2004 to 2015, Cheng [19] presented mathematical models and analyzed the residential
land leasing behavior of district governments of Beijing in China.

In China, currently, there is no district-level database of land planning in megacities, such as
Beijing and Shanghai. Meanwhile, there is an abundance of database technology to develop the land
planning database. A complete data management platform should contain not only basic data, but
also a complete and practical DBMS.

In this paper, in order to solve the above problems, an urban land planning database is presented
based on MySQL. The conceptual model of the urban land planning database is proposed, and the
entities, attributes and connections of this model are discussed. SpringBoot is used as the back-end
framework, MySQL and Java API are used as the development tools, then a management platform
with data management, information sharing, map assistance and other functions is established. The
method for designing a land planning database is discussed in detail, and the functions and specific
operation instructions of each module are described. In addition, a geographic information system
(GIS) is introduced into the map platform with JSP API interface. The database platform of urban
land planning in this paper can be used in land planning and management and the corresponding data
analysis.

The contributions of this study are that: (1) An urban land planning database is designed based
on MySQL; (2) The conceptual model of the urban land planning database is proposed; (3) Based
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on the design of a conceptual and logical structure, a management platform with data management,
information sharing, map assistance and other functions is established.

2 The Method to Develop Land Planning Database
2.1 Design of the Database Based on MySQL

Conceptual structure is a key step in the entire process of designing the database. Conceptual
structure design uses abstraction mechanisms to organize the data obtained in the stage of require-
ments analysis. The entities, the related attributes of entities, and the connections between entities are
formed [20]. The entities, attributes and connections of the database in this paper are discussed as
follows.

In the database, the entities are City, Land Location, District and Planned Uses. Attributes are
the characteristics of an entity. An entity can be described by several attributes. For example, the
attributes of Land location entity include land characteristics, location effects, and economic and
political indices.

The land characteristic index includes longitude, latitude, city, construction land area (m2), land
location, transfer method, degree of development, detailed planning, planned construction area (m2),
floor area ratio, transaction date, transfer date, transaction price (10 thousand Yuan), etc. The location
effect index includes the distances from a piece of land to the important points, such as transportation
hub stations (m), the urban landmark buildings (m), the nearest industrial parks (m), the nearest key
schools (m), the nearest tertiary hospitals (m), the nearest parks (m), the nearest subway stations
(m) and the nearest streets, and the value which shows whether the district is the central district,
suburban or county. The economic index includes CPI of the city, land grade of the district, permanent
population (10 thousand people), residential housing area (hm2), area of houses in buildings more than
eight floors (hm2), GDP of the district (100 million Yuan), government deficit (100 million Yuan),
foreign direct investment (100 million Yuan), number of unemployment, employees of industrial
enterprises above designated size (10 thousand people), the total output value of industrial enterprises
above designated size (100 million Yuan), the main business income of industrial enterprises above
designated size (100 million Yuan), etc. The political index includes the tenure of the district chief
executive, the tenure of the district party secretary, etc.

Based on the conceptual structure, the logical structure of the database is designed to convert the
E-R diagram of the entity class to be consistent with the data model of MySQL. When converting the
conceptual structure to the logical structure, the relationship between entities should be transformed
into the corresponding model [21]. In this paper, a hierarchical model is proposed to form the logic
structure. The E-R conceptual model of the urban land planning database is shown in Fig. 1.

According to the relationship between the above entities, a database table is designed. The primary
key is defined for each entity to set the primary attribute as a non-null value, and the corresponding
foreign key should also be defined [17]. The database developed in this paper is named ‘db_land’, then
various data tables are created in the database. In order to facilitate the modification and expansion of
the table, after the urban districts and counties table is established, the user information management
table, land planning use table, land characteristic index table, location effect index table, economic
index table and political index table are established, respectively.

In the database, an efficient and achievable physical data structure should be designed [22]. The
data storage structure, data access path, reasonable data storage location and storage allocation are
developed. And the relational database developed by MySQL is used to design the urban land DBMS
by organizing the data in different tables in the system.
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Figure 1: The E-R conceptual model of urban land planning database

2.2 Design of the DBMS
The DBMS is designed for managing urban district-level data. It is the core of the urban land

planning database. The webpage of the DBMS sends requests to the Controller. The Service Layer is
used to analyze the coding logic. The Logic Layer transmits a requirement to the Persistence Layer
(Mybatis), which interacts with the data tables in MySQL. Then the results are returned to the Service
Layer. Finally, the Service Layer sends the processing logic to the Controller, which is ultimately
controlled by the View Layer to show the data. Fig. 2 shows the structure of the DBMS. Based on
the DBMS, it is convenient to output data files in the formats, such as XLS, XLSX, CSV and HTML,
so that the data information can be analyzed and used further [23].

A database management system should meet actual needs and provide an efficient and convenient
method for data input and output. Users can apply the function of the fuzzy query to accurately find
the specified land data. After logging into the database, users can input the data which does not exist in
the database, and after being checked and approved by the administrator, the data can be permanently
stored in the database system. The system provides a module for data editing, and users can view and
modify various data in the window of the module. The map platform in the system is to introduce
GIS functions to obtain the coordinate position, passenger travel time and distance, map marks of
comprehensive hub stations in rail lines, point of interest (POI) notes, road congestion index and air
quality index.

This system is developed by using SpringBoot and SSM patterns. The Web applications are devel-
oped based on the traditional JavaWeb frameworks, such as SSH, SSM, SpringMVC and Hibernate,
which have the advantages of low development cost, short development cycle, easy expansion and post-
maintenance. But a lot of configurations need to be prepared. Especially, in the early stage of software
development, a large number of XML configuration files need to be written. These configurations
seriously affect the efficiency of writing codes. The SpringBoot framework can be used to solve these
problems easily. By using the concept of ‘convention over configuration’ in SpringBoot, a JavaWeb
project is obtained quickly. And it is easy to create a stand-alone project of spring framework and
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simplify the process of configuration [24]. Table 1 is the maven optimized components of SpringBoot
and their descriptions.

MySQL Database
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-servlet.xml Controller Service Layer Dao Layer
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Beans.xml

SQLMapConfig.xml
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Figure 2: The structure of the DBMS

Table 1: Maven optimized components of SpringBoot and the descriptions

Starter pom and components Description

Spring-boot-starter-web Add and automatically configure SpringMVC and built-in
Tomcat

Mybatis-spring-boot-starter Add and automatically configure Mybatis data sources,
sessions, transactions, etc.

Spring-boot-starter-freemarker Add and automatically configure the FreeMarker page
template engine

Mysql-connector-java Support for MySQL drivers

3 Modules of the Urban Land Planning DBMS

In this section, 7 functional modules of the urban land planning DBMS are presented. These
modules are the user registration and login module, the user information management module, the
land use category management module, the urban district and county management module, the
Shanghai land data module, the map platform and the data audit management module.

3.1 User Registration and Login Module
One of the basic purposes of designing a database platform is to help users to share data [25]. After

receiving the login information, the platform will search the information table of the administrator,
and judge whether the user name and the corresponding password are correct. If the information is
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detected correctly, users can log in to the system and access the permissions assigned by the system
administrators.

The function of user login and registration is defined in the BaseAdminController, UserController
and UserService class. The AccountController class is mainly for data parsing and page redirecting.
User registration and login are handled by the UserService class by defining ‘register ( )’ and ‘login ( )’.
The identities of users are divided into administrators and common users. The rights of administrators
include adding, deleting, modifying the information of the data, maintaining the system and reviewing
the application items of common users. The rights of common users include browsing, querying,
outputting, printing the information of the land data and applying to the administrator for adding
data or files. Fig. 3 shows the flow chart of user management, and Fig. 4 shows the interface of user
login and registration.

Admin

Login Management System

Common User

Add
Data

Delete

Data

Modifying 
Data

Information

System
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Adding Data

Query and 
Browse Data

Output and 
Print Data
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Figure 3: Flow chart of user management

Figure 4: Interface of user login and registration
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3.2 User Information Management Module
The interface of the user information management module shows the user’s login name, e-mail,

user nickname, user name, user type, gender, date of birth, mobile phone number, user status and other
information. In the user table of SQLyog, the corresponding contents are shown in the ID, Tenant
ID, User Name, Password, Email, Nick Name, Real Name, Sex, Mobile, Birthday, Identity Flag and
Status. For new users, after inputting the name and other information in the ‘Add’ pop-up window,
the information of the new users will be listed in the user information management module.

The main classes involved in the user information management module include the control
layer class ‘UserController’, the business logic classes ‘UserService’ and ‘UserserviceImpl’, and the
persistent object class ‘UserMapper’. Fig. 5 shows the interface of user information management.

Figure 5: Interface of user information management module

3.3 Land Use Category Management Module
Land use types include industrial land, commercial/office land, residential land, and compre-

hensive land. By double-clicking each piece of data, users can open a pop-up window to browse
the information of the number and remarks of land use. By clicking the button ‘Add’, the planned
utilization route can be added. The button ‘Modify’ is to modify the information, and the button
‘Delete’ is to delete the selected data.

The function of fuzzy query is added to each module. By inputting the classification number, name
or remarks of the planning route in the search box, a fuzzy query of the required information and data
can be obtained, and the shared information that meets the query conditions will be displayed. By
default, all shared information in the last three months is stored in this module. The QueryOperator( )
is the function to obtain a fuzzy query and return a list of the corresponding information. Fig. 6 shows
the interface of the land use category management module.
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Figure 6: Interface of the land use category management module

3.4 Urban District and County Management Module
The urban district and county management module currently have two sub-modules: Shanghai

land data and land data of other cities. In this module, the data information of city number, city name,
county name, year of data and description can be added, deleted or modified by the administrators.
Because of the reform of the land system and the merger of urban districts, when adding or inputting
land data information, it is necessary to indicate the applicable year of the data. If the information
needs to be explained, the corresponding description can be added in the Description column. By
clicking the button ‘Add’, one can add the city level. By clicking the button ‘Modify’, one can modify
the information. And by clicking the button ‘Delete’, one can delete the selected data. Fig. 7 shows
the interface of urban district and county management module. And Fig. 8 shows the interface of city
districts and counties modification.

3.5 Shanghai Land Data Module
The land data module is the core of the urban land planning DBMS. According to the land use

types, 4 sub-modules are contained in this module. In the city and county folders on the left side of
the window, it is convenient for users to find the corresponding land data according to the districts in
Shanghai. The administrator can manage the land data information of various indicators by adding,
modifying, deleting or outputting the data.

By double-clicking the data in the module, the specific information of the selected data can be
browsed. By clicking the button ‘Add’, the data of land planning can be added. By clicking ‘Modify’,
the information can be modified. And by clicking the button ‘Delete’, the selected data can be deleted.
For adding data, data tables in XLS, CSV and other formats can be input in batches, and the system
will automatically transmit and input large amounts of data according to the headers of the tables. The
data can be fuzzy queried according to the guidance, which is convenient for users to quickly locate and
obtain the required data. The city and county folders on the left side of the interface classify all land
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data at the district level, which helps users output the data in batches. During the development of the
platform, the LandDataController class is mainly to perform the functions of land data management.

Figure 7: Interface of the urban district and county management module

Figure 8: Interface of urban district and county modification

Figs. 9 and 10 show the interfaces of land characteristic index management and the detailed data
information in the land characteristics index module, respectively. Figs. 11 and 12 show the interfaces
of location effect index management and the detailed data information in the location effect index
module, respectively. Figs. 13 and 14 show the interfaces of economic index management and the
detailed data information in the economic index module, respectively. And Figs. 15 and 16 show
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the interfaces of political index management and the detailed data information in the political index
module, respectively.

Figure 9: Interface of Shanghai land data (land characteristic index) management

Figure 10: Detailed data information in the land characteristics index module
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Figure 11: Interface of Shanghai land data (location effect index) management

Figure 12: Detailed data information in the location effect index module
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Figure 13: Interface of Shanghai land data (economic index) management

Figure 14: Detailed data information in the economic index module
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Figure 15: Interface of Shanghai land data (political index) management

Figure 16: Detailed data information in the political index module

3.6 Map Platform
The technology of the application programming interface (API) is used in the map platform. By

using the GIS function in the platform, the land locations, nearby transportation hubs and other
important points can be obtained conveniently according to the corresponding coordinates. And the
distances between the land locations to any important point can be obtained. It can also help users
calculate the travel time and distance, mark the POI of important points and obtain the information
about the traffic jam [26,27]. Fig. 17 shows the interface of map platform. And Fig. 18 presents the
functions to compute the time and distance for passenger travel.
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Figure 17: Interface of the map platform

Figure 18: The functions to compute the time and distance for passenger travel

3.7 Data Audit Management Module
In the process of inputting the data into the system, by using the audit function, the administrator

can check the new data and table information. Functional operations, such as batch query, single query,
batch review, single review and revocation of review, can be performed. For the data information which
is rejected or returned, users will be prompted to revise and resubmit it for review. In the platform of
Eclipse, the audit function is in the LandDataController class.

During the process of sending packets, the user id will be identified first. If it is identified as the
administrator id, the audit process will be accessed. Fig. 19 shows the interface of the administrator
audit management.
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Figure 19: Interface of administrator audit management

4 System Performance Test, Results and Analysis

Performance test can analyze the bottleneck of the system, optimize the system, predict the future
performance and expand the capacity [28,29]. There are a lot of performance test softwares, such as
JMeter, kylinTOP, LoadRunner, kylinPET, NeoLoad, WebLOAD and Loadster. JMeter is an open-
source pure Java desktop to test the software system. It can provide more approaches for performance
test, and can save a lot of time for script modification. JMeter can be used to test system performance
when servers, networks or objects are under different loads.

Fig. 20 shows the schematic diagram of JMeter server system performance test.
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Figure 20: Schematic diagram of JMeter performance test
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4.1 System Performance Test
The real environment test is named DB_Land test. The human factors, such as user thinking,

inputting URL and logging into the homepage, are considered. The number of virtual concurrent
users is set to 10 within 5 min. Virtual users can repeat the operations of ‘System login’, ‘Add new
user’, ‘Add the cities’, ‘Add land location data information’ and ‘Fuzzy query’. Table 2 is the report of
DB_Land test case, and Fig. 21 shows the corresponding response time.

Table 2: The report of DB_Land test case

Test case name Transaction Execution Response time (ms) Troughput(/sec)

Pass Failure Minimum
time

Maximum
time

Mean
time

tps

System login 10 0 56 95 77 10.3
Add new user 10 0 1 53 3 49.4
Add the cities 10 0 1 117 19 49.4
Add land location
data info

10 0 3 126 32 67.9

Fuzzy query 10 0 91 237 145 20.7

Figure 21: Event response time for DB_Land test case
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4.2 Results and Analysis
From the results of the system performance test, when the number of concurrent users is 10, the

test machine sends a JMeter request, and the performance shows that ‘System login’ throughput is
10.3 tps with the average response time is 0.077 s; ‘Add new user’ throughput is 49.4 tps with an average
response time of 0.003 s; ‘Add the cities’ throughput is 49.4 tps with an average response time of 0.019 s;
‘Add land location data information’ throughput is 67.9 tps with an average response time of 0.032 s;
and ‘Fuzzy query’ throughput is 20.7 tps with the average response time of 0.145 s. In this case, the
CPU usage of the server is 60%∼75%. At the same time, the error rate of page requests is 0.00%, and
the throughput can meet the requirements of larger-scale systems. The browser and the server run
correctly without causing a heavy load on the server.

In terms of the stress test, if setting the number of concurrent users to 10, the response speed of
the system is fast. Then the database system completely meets the requirements of users.

The performance index Apdex is an international standard, which is a quantitative value of users’
satisfaction. From the page analysis report, it can be seen that 97% of users are satisfied with the
system’s performance.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, an urban land planning database is developed based on MySQL. The conceptual
model of the urban land planning database is proposed. Based on the design of the conceptual and
logical structure, the DBMS with data management, information sharing, map assistance and other
functions is obtained.

The system can manage the urban land data and the related database functions. Various types
of data, such as land characteristic index, location effect index, economic index and political index,
are included. The system contains the data information on the district level in Shanghai from 2004
to 2015. The corresponding data after 2015 will be added. The land information and socio-economic
data are large, but the corresponding data can be obtained easily by using the function of fuzzy query.

The land planning platform developed in this paper provides powerful support for the government
to manage and plan urban land. It helps the government to formulate reasonable and effective land
policies to promote land use and sustainable development of a city. In addition, this land planning
platform can provide references for other cities and counties to develop similar databases.
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